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U.S. government shutdown going on for 32 days, the cost to the economy could exceed USD 6 billion and the
economic impact will be more significant than past years. The Senate will hold competing votes on Thursday on
President Trump's proposal to spend USD 5.7 billion on a border wall and on a Democratic bill that would fund
the government through Feb. 8 without a wall. It will be the first time the Senate has stepped off the side-lines to
try to end the month-long government shutdown. With government shutdown hurting growth and raising political
risk and Fed now on pause, one would have thought that US Dollar would have witnessed a far bigger cut, but
that has not happened. The question now is, once the shutdown ends it can propel the USD higher.
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On the global front we also need to keep a watch on the Chinese economy. Various MNCs have warned about a
slowing down of Chinese consumption demand, starting from Apple to Hyatt Hotels. Chinese government, along
with Chinese central bank has stepped up the efforts to once again pump prime the economy. China has been
pump priming for over a decade, with disastrous debt problem as the cost. However, as they fear political/social
backlash, Chinese leaders may not show sense of good economics and would continue to rely on fiscal expenditure, greater lending and easy money to support the economy.
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Overnight US stocks swooned as media reports surfaced that US has cancelled next week's trade talks. However,
President Donald Trump's top economic adviser denied of any such cancellation as he added that the scope of
U.S. trade talks with Beijing is broader and deeper than ever before but a final outcome would ultimately depend
on verification of Chinese commitments. He said, "Promises are great but enforcement is what we want -- things
like deadlines and timetables and full coverage of the various structural issues," he said. "Will this all be solved
at the end of the month? I don't know. I wouldn't dare to predict." If trade talks with China don't produce a deal
by March 1, the White House has scheduled an increase in tariffs to 25 percent from 10 percent on USD 200
billion of Chinese goods. Till then expect a lot of rumours and counter-rumours or shall we say, fake news and
counter fake news. Market will sway to every piece of such news.
We are seeing Asian equities trade flat and US equity index futures rebound. Indian Rupee opened quite stronger,
around 71.14/15 levels on spot. A 2% drop in oil prices is helping the Rupee trade strong at the open. Indian
bond yields are getting capped, which augurs well for Rupee going into the Union Budget. Dollar Rupee has a very
high positive correlation with oil prices. We are not naïve to say that it is only oil which is wagging the INR pair
but keeping a watch on oil to trade short term is advisable. Check the chart on next page. Range 71.00-71.50.

All these measures are taking toll on Chinese yields. Check the chart on next page. The spread between Chinese
10 year government bond yield and US govt bond yield is fast approaching zero. Already at the short end, Chinese
GOIsecs are quoting lower yields than US Goisecs. For a Chinese fearing economic slowdown, financial shocks
and possible political fallout and even risk of higher inflation, would look to park his or her savings into Dollar.
It is therefore no surprise that capital outflow from private sector has become a major phenomenon since 2012.
As China is forced to ease more, we expect the outflows to pick up pace. Therefore, it will exert a downward
pressure on Chinese currency and also domestic dollar liquidity. Chinese central bank would have to continue
to supply USD to support CNY value, but it will come at the cost of CNY liquidity. In order to prevent a CNY liquidity squeeze, they have to ease, more, feeding the outflow frenzy, a vicious trap. Watch out for it in 2019.
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